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ABSTRACT

The compound nucleus fluctuation cross section in

the intermediate absorption regime of 7/D i 1 is discussed

within the optical background representation of Kawai, Kerman
f

and McVoy. h constraining inequality, involving r- , a relevant
5

parameter in the cross section formula, on the one hand, and
ft

other statistical parameters that appear in c , , is derived

and analyzed. ^ Ò
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A major problem which still confronts the statistic.il

theory of nuclear reactions mediatoo by the formation of a

compound nucleus (CN), is the analytical evaluation of the

averaged fluctuation cross section, ccc, , in the intermediate

coupling (absorption) situation of ^ - 1 , with D the average
_ D

nuclear level spacing and T the average nuclear decay width.

Of course, a _, has been extensively discussed in the past,

with analytical results usually obtained in the domains —>>'

7 D

and -<< 1 . Only numerical results based on Monte-Carlo
calculations are available for - - 1

D 2)
Recently, Weidenmiiller and collaborators , have

obtained an expres?* n for, CJ , , which seems to be valid for
cc

any value of ; . r K. method they employed, supersynunetry
D

averaging, enable i "Jrem, however, to derive a triple-integral
I

representation oi t ' , . Th\s makes a direct confrontation

with the experimo- sal data rather difficult. Analytical, albeit

approximate, ver. . on of the re&ults of Ref. 2 are certainly

urgently called frr.

On ttu other hand, several years ago Kerman and

Sevgen , derived an expression for c , , usinç tne optical

4 *
background representation of Kawai et ai. (XKM) ', which is

also adequate in the intermediate coupling regime. Their formula,
v

however, contains precisely the parameter - , which is not
D

manifestly directly related to the optical transmission matrix..

TMo feature» renders the Kerman-Sevgen crot>5 section, model-

dependent. A question naturally arises as to whether there is



any way of fciinunatmc or, at. least, reducing this model

dependence.

It is tre purpose of this Letter to supply a

constrainino relationship involvinc — on the one hand, and

f i E

other parameters that appear in c , on the other. This
relation appears more generally in the form of an inequality

wnere Y is a matrix (in channel space) that appears in o ,

(see below) and S is the optical S-matrix. The lower limit,

is attained under conditions of weak absorption and neutral

channels, whereas the upper limit corresponds to strong

adsorption with strong Coulomb repulsion in the channels

contained implicitly in the trace.

The starting point in our discussion is the optical

background representation of the S-matrix element S,. ' '
CC

where the complex resonance energies, c , are given by,

and the form factors, gyc are constructed in such a way as to



guarantee that the oneruy average of the suiu-over-poles tern in

Eq. (2) » the fluctuating S-matrix, S , is identically zero ' '.

Using the above property of the g,s together with

general analytic unitanty arguments, Kerman and Sevger, were

able to derive the following expression for c' , = <i^cc'
 >^> »

where X- and Y- matrices are defined by

- f < \ *,<>>
The optical transmission matrix, P , defined by

P =. ± ~ S S*

. 2)comes out to oe ,

(8)

In the limit of large r. ~ (strong absorption), the o's
D

acquire rapidly oscillating phases, which renders the y-matrix



s-.-iail, enati:nç •:.ur ra« ns.-yii?ct of tne lüst two terms in (4)

ana ibi ar.c accordingly only X is required for the obtentior.

of L»w»ch P ana c"^, . One can thus eliminate X , by iteration,

to obtain an expression for ?„„. in terms of the elements

cc' of P and its trace. Tne result, is a series expansion

of c~̂ ., is powers in ( T r P ) " . In the intermediate absorption

case, ~ - " , which is considered here, both X and Y are
D

important, requiring, at least, more constraining relation,

besides :.ie one supplied by unitarity. In the following, we

present general arquwents ir, favor of Eq. (1).

Tne expressior. íor T , Eq. (3) , is easily obtained

foliowiriçr ZY.X

Of)

M. — v
wnero <ú/u> = 1 , and V__ ana \' are coupling matrices

amplv discussed in Refs. 2 and 4. The Green function

cE m tne opvr.-ciannel subspucc* , I'i<O»O"I*) and represents

the compound nucleus su^space). Using now a spectral

reoresentation for <j , namelv

-fir ^ V [rir doa)

£"- £
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where trie relation (10b) is obtained from tne condition

£>c , ^ ^ ,7C / I jC ^ and the completeness

relation satisfied by the biortnoaoral states ] JC

< 5c C+) | , namely X &£ I X 1€)><X
v ^ J C C

obtain for T

ri , ,

' /€C i. (in

In Eq. (11) , we have used the KKM definition of o

^ obtain T , by averaging Eq. (12) over the compound

states v , getting, with the defining equation of the Y-matrix,

Eq. (6) , the following

xr _ I T . hs>
p TT J

Equation (13) can also be written as a delta-part contribution

plus a principal integral, vis,



':c proceed f-rc.-ier, we nave tc nave a picture of the energy

variation of TriYS""'j. Let us, for the monent, consider one

ni.er.enc of the trace and £~ to be diagonal. At this point,

I rcrr.ind the reader that all the formulae t.-at have been

discussed so iar refer to one particular partial wave, L.I

take for S, (EJ ss ÍZ- * .*. x/s|f-,f *- Jc€'>)/*(e'>J\ JtKp(i $yç

?iitsrefore § eg') - [l +£!]>[(--/+ I(í'))/£(e'j]} CXp(-i S/E))

which I write in the followmc forn

Z further write a similar representation for the diaaonal

€.'lements of tne Y-matrix,

V
'A

Expanding the d, and r.f to first order in the off-shell

energy difference E"-E = Z and the £.(£') and J»(E') to

second order, namely

> >• >

j - y ' Lx d?)



enables us to calculate the principal value integral for each

of the diagonal terms ir. Tr>£~ straig.-.tfcrwardly. We feel

justified in usina 117), since botr. V and S~ are enorgy-

-averaged (or ensemble averaged) matrices, ant therefore their

elements are expectec. to vary snootr.iy witr. L. Since £*'(Ei

is composed of two distinct terms, Eq. 115J, it is convenient

to write YS"' « (YS" f), + (YS )„ , with the first term

associated with ê and the second with êlc""i .

The final expression I obtain for the principal

value integral of Eg. (14), is the following

= . / f f J r i M / a l / V c "l^o.-t^jy? ) / (13)

where

t s
1

C 2 0 1

and erf(Z.) is the error function

1 4* J



Cf cours-i, ail quant:ties apiMc+zinç ír.siüt tnt square brackets

ir. Lc. ' 3 > rrrfer to a civer. partia, wavv anc a oiven diagonal

siemcr.i o: V S " .

C^c-üriy, wner. botr. 2. and I. become very large,

erf {Z, , tends to unity anc tne two terms in Eç. 118) combine

tc ?ivt- for t:i<- KilS -if'J'rlY£"'j , exactly the naino as the

óe". ;Ó Tunction c.«ntr:oi!raor.. onáer these conditions, Eq. (14)

s.vcs *- s 2Re TrlV£*') . Ir. tne opposite limit/ Z. and

2.. ' I , we ootair: r *- = Re Tr IY £ ) . For intermediate (and

• - couiu za*t any valuv within tho above two

ex-remes. Traus z.ns inequality, Ec. (1J.

Tne critical oarameter that, decides uoon the values

of the Z, is c m / /r' l 2' +y
U l (Eq. (19)). When this quanUtv-

oacoises larçe and negativer we obtain large positive values for

tne Z. 's. Tr.iF Happens if the elastic scattering, described

by £ , in a niver. cr.annel.is dominated by strona Coulomb

repuisior., wnic. renders ( *-,--, negative, and the diagonal

r.-: zz V nave very slow variations with energy {within

our nara.Tic.rizatioii, Sc. 117/ , such c variation is described by

a very vice Gaussian) exemplified by small y* '*? . In

i;vr\i-r;il j» i£, v>;pt:c;.Gü tnat, owinr; to the Coulomb barrier

or. o- '-•-' irgcc particle decay channels with strong

.-epuli-'ior» I heavy fragments channels) , the upper limit

i? more lie.fly tc bt- attained through the snallness of

..{2)^.(2}
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I:; i recent article, Laaóevxrsn anc K*;rmar. ', have

fouric, •«;-..-.ir. c scncmatic reactior. nqàel iwitr. no Coui^m.

interaction), tnat '— is close to tne value Re Tr (i'S"'i ir.
D

a wide rs.nge of values of the transmission coefficient (up tc

0.8). Wo feel that ir. more realistic situations r j- becomes

larger tnar. FteTrY^" (limited oy the upper value 2ReTrYS"")

even at intermediate- values of the transmission ( -0.5) . Thus

a more careful application of Eq. (1) as necessary in order uO

pin down the required constraining relation among the parameters

In conclusion, we have discussed in this Letter the

compound nucleus fluctuation cross section ir. tne intermediate

absorotion regime of - - 1 , usinç the optical background
D

representation of KKM. A constraining inequality involving
— ~ _•

•*± or. the one hand, and ReTrYS~" on the other hand is

r T
obtained.. Since both '•- and the elements of y are importan

D 7T

parameters of the cross section in the -- 1 case, the derived
D

inequality should be useful ir. eliminating somo of the model

dependence, and in supplying useful criterion for realistic

model calculation and subsequent confrontatior. with trie date.
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